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Abstract: We examine the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters in supersymmetric
theories on a slice of AdS5 which generate the hierarchical Yukawa couplings by dynami-
cally localizing the bulk matter fields in extra dimension. Such models can be regarded as
the AdS dual of the recently studied 4-dimensional models which contain a supersymmet-
ric CFT to generate the hierarchical Yukawa couplings. In such models, if supersymmetry
breaking is mediated by the bulk radion superfield and/or some brane chiral superfields,
potentially dangerous flavor-violating soft parameters can be naturally suppressed, thereby
avoiding the SUSY flavor problem. We present some models of radion-dominated supersym-
metry breaking which yield a highly predictive form of soft parameters in this framework.
Keywords: Supersymmetry Breaking, Field Theories in Higher Dimension,
Supersymmetric Effective Theories.
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1. Introduction
Warped extra dimension can provide a rationale for various hierarchical structures in par-
ticle physics. For instance, in 5-dimensional (5D) theory on a slice of AdS5 with AdS
curvature k and orbifold radius R, the small warp factor e−πkR can generate the huge
hierarchy between the 4D Planck scale (MP l ∼ 1018 GeV) and the weak scale (MW ∼ 102
GeV) [1], and/or the hierarchical quark and lepton masses [2, 3], and/or small neutrino
masses [4]. The underlying dynamics for small MW/MP l and small fermion masses was
the localization of gravity and fermion zero modes in extra dimension.
In this paper, we wish to examine soft supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking parameters
in models with warped extra dimension in which the hierarchical Yukawa couplings are
generated by localizing the bulk matter fields in extra dimension [5]. To this end, we
consider supersymmetric 5D theory on a slice of AdS5 in which all quark and lepton
fields arise from 5D bulk hypermultiplets [2]. The graviphoton of the model can be gauged
appropriately to have nonzero bulk cosmological constant and hypermultiplet masses which
would make the gravity zero mode localized at one boundary (y = 0) and the matter zero
modes localized at any of the two boundaries (y = 0 or π). In this type of models,
the small warp factor and the small Yukawa couplings have a common origin, i.e. the
dynamical localization of zero modes associated with the gauging of graviphoton. As
a result, the small Yukawa couplings are typically given by y ∼ e−cπkR where c is a
constant of order unity, which would require that the radion is stabilized at a value giving
the warp factor: e−πkR ≈ 10−2 − 10−5 and the corresponding Kaluza-Klein (KK) scale:
MKK ≈ ke−πkR ∼ 1016−1013 GeV. This type of models can be regarded as the AdS dual of
the recently studied 4D models [6] which contain a supersymmetric CFT sector generating
the Yukawa hierarchy through renormalization group evolution.
It has been noted that supersymmetric CFT dynamics can provide also a mechanism
to suppress dangerous flavor-violating soft parameters [6]. This suggests that a similar
suppression of flavor-violation can take place in AdS5 models also. As we will see, flavor-
violating soft parameters in AdS5 models are indeed suppressed under a reasonable as-
sumption on SUSY breaking. Furthermore, if SUSY is broken by the F -term of the radion
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superfield or equivalently by the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [7, 8], the model leads to a
concrete prediction on soft parameters which can be tested by future experiments. In this
paper, we first discuss general forms of soft parameters in supersymmetric AdS5 model,
and later present some models of radion-dominated SUSY breaking in AdS5 which can
pass all constraints on flavor-violation without severe fine tuning of parameters. Most of
our results on the Yukawa couplings and soft parameters can be applied also to the models
with dynamically localized bulk matter fields in flat extra dimension. For this, one can
simply take a limit that the AdS curvature becomes zero, while the hypermultiplet masses
remain to be nonzero.
2. Yukawa couplings and Soft parameters in Supersymmetric AdS5 model
To proceed, let us consider a generic 5D gauge theory coupled to the minimal 5D super-
gravity (SUGRA) on S1/Z2. The action of the model is given by [2, 9, 10]
S =
∫
d5x
√
−G
[
1
2
(
R+ Ψ¯iMγMNPDNΨiP −
3
2
CMNC
MN + 12k2
)
+
1
g25a
(
−1
4
F aMNF aMN +
1
2
DMφ
aDMφa +
i
2
λ¯aiγMDMλ
a
i
)
+|DMhiI |2 + iΨ¯IγMDMΨI + icIkǫ(y)Ψ¯IΨI + ...
]
(2.1)
where R is the 5D Ricci scalar, ΨiM (i = 1, 2) are the symplectic Majorana gravitinos,
CMN = ∂MBN −∂NBM is the graviphoton field strength, and y is the 5th coordinate with
a fundamental range 0 ≤ y ≤ π. Here φa, AaM and λia are 5D scalar, vector and symplectic
Majorana spinors constituting a 5D vector multiplet, hiI and ΨI are 5D scalar and Dirac
spinor constituting the I-th hypermultiplet with kink mass cIkǫ(y). The AdS curvature
k and the kink mass cIk are related with the gauging of graviphoton as indicated by the
following covariant derivatives [9, 11]:
DMh
i
I = ∂Mh
i
I − i
(
3
2
(σ3)
i
j − cIδij
)
kǫ(y)BMh
j
I + ...,
DMΨI = ∂MΨI + icIkǫ(y)BMΨI + ...,
DMλ
ai = ∂Mλ
ai − i3
2
(σ3)
i
jkǫ(y)BMλ
aj + ..., (2.2)
where the ellipses stand for other gauge couplings. Note that we set the 5D Planck mass
M5 = 1 and all dimensionful parameters, e.g. the 5D gauge coupling g5a and the AdS
curvature k, are defined in this unit. Although not required within 5D SUGRA, it is not
unreasonable to assume that the graviphoton charges (cI) are quantized in an appropriate
unit, i.e. cI/cJ are rational numbers, which we will adopt throughout this paper. We
note that in CFT view, cI are related to the anomalous dimensions γI of chiral operators
built from CFT-charged superfields [6]. At a superconformal fixed point, γI are determined
simply by group theory factors, so are quantized.
With appropriate values of the brane cosmological constants at the orbifold fixed points
(y = 0, π), the ground state geometry of the action (2.1) is given by a slice of AdS5 having
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the following form of 5D metric:
GMNdx
MdxN = e−2kRyηµνdx
µdxν +R2dy2. (2.3)
It is convenient to write the 5D action (2.1) in N = 1 superspace[12, 7, 13]. For the 5D
SUGRA multiplet, we keep only the radion superfield
T =
(
R+ iB5 ,
1
2
(1 + γ5)Ψ
i=2
5
)
and replace other fields by their vacuum expectation values. For the 5D vector multi-
plets and hypermultiplets, one needs appropriate R and B5-dependent field redefinitions
to construct the corresponding N = 1 superfields [7, 11]. After such field redefinition, the
relevant piece of the action is given by1 [12, 7]∫
d5x
[ ∫
d4θ
T + T ∗
2
(
Hˆ∗I HˆI + Hˆ
c∗
I Hˆ
c
I
)
+
{∫
d2θ
1
4g25a
TW aαW aα + h.c.
}]
=
∫
d5x
[ ∫
d4θ
T + T ∗
2
(
e(
1
2
−cI)(T+T
∗)k|y|H∗IHI + e
( 1
2
+cI)(T+T
∗)k|y|Hc∗I H
c
I
)
+
{∫
d2θ
1
4g25a
TW aαW aα + h.c.
}]
, (2.4)
where W aα is the chiral spinor superfield for the vector superfield Va containing (Aaµ, λa)
with λa = 12(1− γ5)λa1, HI and HcI are chiral superfields containing (h1I , ψI) and (h2∗I , ψcI),
respectively, with ψI =
1
2(1− γ5)ΨI , ψ¯cI = 12(1 + γ5)ΨI . Here we consider two superfields
bases for hypermultiplets, (HˆI , Hˆ
c
I ) and (HI ,H
c
I ), which are related to each other by
HˆI = e
( 1
2
−cI)Tk|y|HI ,
HˆcI = e
( 1
2
+cI)Tk|y|HcI .
As the theory is orbifolded by Z2 : y → −y, all 5D fields should have a definite
boundary condition under Z2. The 5D SUGRA multiplet is assumed to have the standard
boundary condition leaving the 4D N = 1 SUSY unbroken. To give a massless 4D gauge
multiplet, the vector superfield Va is required to be Z2-even:
Va(−y) = Va(y). (2.5)
On the other hand, the hypermultiplet can have any Z2-boundary condition:
HI(−y) = zIHI(y),
HcI (−y) = −zIHI(y), (2.6)
where zI = ±1, and then a massless 4D chiral superfield QI originates from either HI
(zI = 1) or H
c
I (zI = −1).
1Note that our HI and H
c
I differ from [7] which is related to ours by HI → e
−( 3
2
−cI )Tk|y|HI and
HcI → e
−( 3
2
+cI)Tk|y|HcI .
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In the superfield basis of (HI ,H
c
I ), the I-th 4D superfield QI appears as the y-
independent mode of (HI ,H
c
I ). However in another superfield basis of (HˆI , Hˆ
c
I ) for which
the 5D action (2.4) has a standard form of Ka¨hler metric, the wavefunction of QI appears
to be localized near at one of the orbifold fixed points:
HˆI ∼ e−qITk|y| (zI = 1) or HˆcI ∼ e−qITk|y| (zI = −1), (2.7)
where
qI = zIcI − 1
2
.
So, QI is localized near at y = 0 if qI > 0, while localized at y = π if qI < 0. As is
well known, such localization of matter zero modes can generate naturally the hierarchical
Yukawa couplings. It is in fact possible to achieve the dynamical localization of matter zero
modes in flat extra dimension [14, 12]. However in 5D SUGRA context, the localization
of matter zero modes has the same origin as the localization of gravity zero mode, i.e.
the gauging of graviphoton as (2.2). In this sense, warped extra dimension with localized
4D gravity can be considered as a more natural ground than flat extra dimension for
the dynamical localization of matter zero modes. Furthermore, the localization of matter
zero modes in AdS5 has an intrepretation in terms of supersymmetric 4D CFT as the
renormalization group evolution at superconformal fixed point [6].
In addition to the bulk action (2.4), there can be brane actions at the fixed points
y = 0, π. The general covariance requires that the 4D metric in brane action should be the
4D component of the 5D metric at fixed point. Using the general covariance and also the R
and B5-dependent field redefinitions which have been made to construct N = 1 superfields,
one can easily find the T -dependence of brane actions [7, 15, 16]. For instance, the brane
actions which would be relevant for Yukawa couplings and soft parameters are given by2
Sbrane =
∫
d5x
[
δ(y)
{∫
d4θ LIJ¯(Z,Z
∗)ΦIΦ
∗
J
+
(∫
d2θ
1
4
ωa(Z)W
aαW aα + λIJK(Z)ΦIΦJΦK + h.c
)}
+ δ(y − π)
{∫
d4θ e−(qIπkT+qJπkT
∗)L′IJ¯(Z
′, Z ′∗)ΦIΦ
∗
J (2.8)
+
(∫
d2θ
1
4
ω′a(Z
′)W aαW aα + e
−(qI+qJ+qK)πkTλ′IJK(Z
′)ΦIΦJΦK + h.c
)}]
where Z and Z ′ denote generic 4D chiral superfields living only on the brane at y = 0 and
y = π, respectively, and
ΦI = HI (zI = 1) or ΦI = H
c
I (zI = −1).
Here LIJ¯ (L
′
IJ¯
) are generic hermitian functions of Z and Z∗ (Z ′ and Z ′∗), and ωa and λIJK
(ω′ and λ′IJK) are generic holomorphic functions of Z (Z
′).
2The chiral anomaly of the R and B5-dependent field redefinition induces T -dependent pieces in ωa and
ω′a [11]. But they are loop-suppressed and not very relevant for the discussion in this paper.
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If there is no light gauge-singlet 5D field other than the minimal 5D SUGRA multiplet,
SUSY breaking would be mediated by the radion superfield T , and/or the brane super-
fields Z,Z ′, and/or the 4D SUGRA multiplet which always participate in the mediation of
SUSY breaking through the conformal anomaly [17]. The relative importance of anomaly-
mediation (compared to radion-mediation) depends on the details of radion stabilization.
Although anomaly-mediation can give an important (or even dominant) contribution to
soft parameters in some special case [18], in the class of models under consideration, the
contributions from anomaly-mediation are generically negligible as they are further sup-
pressed by warp factor as well as by the loop factor [19]. So in this paper, we will focus on
the soft SUSY breaking parameters induced by the F -terms of T and Z,Z ′.
The 4D Yukawa couplings and soft parameters can be most easily studied by construct-
ing the effective action of massless 4D superfields. As we have noted, in the superfield basis
of (Va,HI ,HcI ), the y-independent constant modes correspond to the massless 4D super-
fields of the model. Let V a denote the constant mode of Va, and QI to be the constant
mode of HI (zI = 1) or of H
c
I (zI = −1). Here we will assume that all visible 4D gauge and
matter fields are in {V a, QI}, and examine their Yukawa couplings and soft SUSY break-
ing parameters when the SUSY breaking is mediated by T and/or Z,Z ′. Those Yukawa
couplings and soft parameters at the Kaluza-Klein scale MKK ≈ ke−πkR can be evaluated
from the 4D effective action which can be written as[ ∫
d4θ YIJ¯QIQ
∗
J
]
+
[ ∫
d2θ
(
1
4
faW
aαW aα + y˜IJKQIQJQK
)
+ h.c.
]
, (2.9)
where YIJ¯ are hermitian wave function coefficients, fa are holomorphic gauge kinetic func-
tions, and y˜IJK are holomorphic Yukawa couplings. Using (2.4) and (2.8), we find
YIJ¯ =
1
qIk
(
1− e−qIπk(T+T ∗)
)
δIJ + LIJ¯(Z,Z
∗) +
L′
IJ¯
(Z ′, Z ′∗)
e(qIπkT+qJπkT ∗)
,
fa =
2π
g25a
T + ωa(Z) + ω
′
a(Z
′),
y˜IJK = λIJK(Z) +
λ′IJK(Z
′)
e(qI+qJ+qK)πkT
. (2.10)
Note that 5D SUSY in bulk enforces that the Yukawa couplings of QI originate entirely
from the brane action (2.8).
It is straightforward to compute soft parameters for generic forms of LIJ¯ , L
′
IJ¯
[19].
Here we will consider the case with
LIJ¯(Z,Z
∗) = −κIJ¯ZZ∗,
L′IJ¯(Z
′, Z ′∗) = −κ′IJ¯Z ′Z ′∗, (2.11)
where κIJ¯ and κ
′
IJ¯
are generic constants of order one. However, we will keep ωa and λIJK
to be generic holomorphic functions of Z, and ω′a and λ
′
IJK to be generic holomorphic
functions of Z ′. The results for more general forms of LIJ¯ and L
′
IJ¯
will be presented
elsewhere [19]. In regard to the suppression of flavor-violating soft parameters, those
general results show a similar behavior as our case. For simplicity, we further assume that
〈Z〉 ≪ 1, 〈Z ′〉 ≪ 1,
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in the unit with M5 = 1, so
〈LIJ¯〉 ≪ 1, 〈L′IJ¯〉 ≪ 1.
In regard to SUSY breaking, we consider the general case in which any of the F -components
of T,Z and Z ′ can be the major source of SUSY breaking. Note that here we are not
concerned with the dynamial origin of those F -components, but with the resulting soft
parameters of visible fields for generic values of the F -components.
Let yIJK, Ma, m
2
IJ¯
, and AIJK denote the Yukawa couplings, gaugino masses, soft
scalar masses, trilinear scalar couplings, respectively, for the canonically normalized matter
superfields QI = φ
I + θψI + θ2F I and gauginos λa which are renormalized at MKK :
1
2
yIJKφIψJψK − 1
2
Maλ
aλa − 1
2
m2IJ¯φ
IφJ∗ − 1
6
AIJKφ
IφJφK + h.c. (2.12)
One then finds from (2.10):
yIJK = (YIYJYK)
−1/2
(
λIJK +
λ′IJK
e(qI+qJ+qK)πkT
)
,
Ma =
F T
2R
+
1
2
g2a
(
∂ωa
∂Z
FZ +
∂ω′a
∂Z ′
FZ
′
)
,
m2IJ¯ = (YIYJ)
−1/2
[
π2qIkδIJ |F T |2
eqIπk(T+T ∗) − 1 + κIJ¯
∣∣FZ ∣∣2 + κ′IJ¯ |FZ′ |2
e(qIπkT+qJπkT ∗)
]
,
AIJK = −(YIYJYK)−1/2
[
F T
∂
∂T
ln
(
λIJK + λ
′
IJKe
−(qI+qJ+qK)πkT
YIYJYK
)
×
(
λIJK +
λ′IJK
e(qI+qJ+qK)πkT
)
+ FZ
∂λIJK
∂Z
+
FZ
′
e(qI+qJ+qK)πkT
∂λ′IJK
∂Z ′
]
, (2.13)
where
YI =
1
qIk
(1− e−qIπk(T+T ∗)),
g2a are 4D gauge couplings, and F
T , FZ and FZ
′
denote the F -components of T,Z and Z ′,
respectively.
To be more concrete, let us consider the case that both the Yukawa couplings and the
brane SUSY breaking come entirely from λIJK and F
Z at y = 0. We further assume that
the wavefunctions of 4D Higgs fields are localized at y = 0, which would be necessary to
generate the top quark Yukawa coupling of order one. Let QH and Qm denote the Higgs
and quark/lepton superfields, respectively, and specify only the quark/lepton flavor indices
(m,n) in the Yukawa couplings and trilinear A-parameters. We then find
ymn =
λmn√
YHYmYn
,
Ma =
F T
2R
+
1
2
g2a
∂ωa
∂Z
FZ ,
m2mn¯ =
1√
YmYn
[
π2qmkδmn
e2πqmR − 1
∣∣F T ∣∣2 + κmn¯|FZ |2
]
Amn = −ymn
[
F T
∂
∂T
ln
(
1
YHYmYn
)
+ FZ
∂
∂Z
ln(λmn)
]
(2.14)
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where λmn denote the holomorphic Yukawa couplings in the brane action (2.8) at y = 0,
and
1√
YH
=
(
1
qHk
(1− e−qHπk(T+T ∗))
)−1/2
≈
√
qHk (qH > 0)
1√
Ym
=
(
1
qmk
(1− e−qmπk(T+T ∗))
)−1/2
≈


√
qmk (qm > 0)
√
|qm|k e−π|qm|kR (qm < 0)
(2.15)
As we have noted, Qm with qm < 0 is localized at y = π, while Qm with qm > 0 is
localized at y = 0. As a result, in the case that both the Yukawa couplings and the brane
SUSY breaking arise from y = 0, the Yukawa couplings, A-parameters and squark/slepton
masses (renormalized atMKK) involving the light quark/lepton superfieldsQm with qm < 0
are exponentially suppressed as
ymn = O(e−(|qm|+|qn|)πkR) ,
Amn = O(e−(|qm|+|qn|)πkRMa) ,
m2mn¯ = O(e−(|qm|+|qn|)πkRM2a ), (2.16)
while those involving Qm with qm > 0 are unsuppressed. On the other hand, there is no
localization of V a, so no suppression of Ma. Note that although the squark/slepton masses
from FZ are suppressed only for Qm with qm < 0, the squark/slepton masses from F
T
are suppressed for all Qm with qm 6= 0. This can be easily understood by noting that
the radion mediation is equivalent to the Scherk-Schwarz SUSY breaking [8]. The Scherk-
Schwarz SUSY breaking corresponds to a twist of boundary condition, so its effects are
suppressed for any localized mode independently of the position of localization.
In fact, for each model in which both the Yukawa couplings and the brane SUSY
breaking arise from y = 0, there exists a dual model in which the Yukawa couplings and
the brane SUSY breaking arise from y = π. Once we change the sign of all qI of the involved
hypermultiplets, the dual model gives the same 4D Yukawa couplings and soft parameters.
To see this, let us consider the case that both the Yukawa couplings and the brane SUSY
breaking come entirely from λ′IJK and F
Z′ at y = π. It is then straightforward to find
ymn =
e−(qH+qm+qn)πkRλ′mn√
YHYmYn
,
Ma =
F T
2R
+
1
2
g2a
∂ω′a
∂Z ′
FZ
′
,
m2mn¯ =
1√
YmYn
[
π2qmkδmn
e2πqmR − 1 |F
T |2 + κ′mn¯e−(qm+qn)πkR|FZ
′ |2
]
,
Amn = −ymn
[
F T
∂
∂T
ln
(
e−(qH+qm+qn)πkT
YHYmYn
)
+ FZ
′ ∂
∂Z ′
ln(λ′mn)
]
. (2.17)
It is rather obvious that these results give (2.14) when (λ′mn, κ
′
mn¯, Z
′, qH , qm) are replaced
by (λmn, κmn¯, Z,−qH ,−qm). So in this case, we need to localize the Higgs fields at y = π
– 7 –
by assuming qH < 0 in order to have a large top quark Yukawa coupling, and localize the
light quark/lepton fields at y = 0 by assuming qm > 0 in order to suppress the Yukawa
couplings and flavor-violating soft parameters.
The results of (2.14) and (2.17) show that if the brane SUSY breaking takes place
only at one of the orbifold fixed points from which the Yukawa couplings arise, the flavor-
violating soft parameters of light squark/slepton generations which are induced by F T and
one of FZ , FZ
′
are suppressed as (2.16). So, the AdS5 models with localized bulk matter
fields can avoid (or at least ameliorate) the SUSY flavor problem while generating the
hierarchical Yukawa couplings3. Note that all of our results can be applied also to models
with flat extra dimension which generate the hierarchical Yukawa couplings by localizing
the bulk matter fields. For this, one can simply take the limit k → 0 while keeping
qIk nonzero. In the next section, we will consider the radion-dominated SUSY breaking
scenario in this framework, which provides a concrete prediction on soft parameters, and
present some models which can pass the constraints on flavor violation without severe fine
tuning of parameters.
The results (2.13), (2.14) and (2.17) are obtained from the 4D effective action (2.9)
without including the possible threshold corrections due to massive KK modes. The (expo-
nential) suppression of ymn and Amn for light generations is expected to be stable against
KK threshold corrections as it is due to the localization of zero modes in extra dimension.
In the 4D effective SUGRA point of view, the suppression of ymn and Amn is a consequence
of an exponentially large Ka¨hler metric Ymn¯ ≈ e2π|qm|kRδmn/|qm|k for the case of (2.14),
or of an exponentially small holomorphic Yukawa couplings y˜mn = e
−(|qm|+|qn|)πkRλ′mn for
the case of (2.17). These features also suggest that the suppressions of ymn and Amn are
stable againt KK threshold corrections.
On the other hand, m2mn¯ generically get threshold corrections of order M
2
a/8π
2. How-
ever the geometric interpretaion for the suppressed flavor-violating soft parameters suggets
that the flavor-violating part of the KK threshold correction to m2mn¯ is suppressed also
by e−(|qm|+|qn|)πkR as well as by the loop factor, which means that the KK threshold cor-
rection gives just a subleading piece of flavor-violation in m2mn¯. There can be additional
corrections to soft parameters which are induced by non-renormalizable SUGRA interac-
tions in 4D effective action [21], but they are suppressed by M2KK/8π
2M2P l ∼ e−2πkR/8π2,
so are small enough. There are also the model-independent SUSY breaking effects me-
diated by the 4D superconformal anomaly [17]. In the models under consideration, the
gravitino mass is generically given by m3/2 = O(e−πkRMa), so the anomaly-mediated con-
tributions to soft parameters are δMa ∼ e−πkRMa/8π2, δm2mn¯ ∼ e−2πkRM2a/(8π2)2 and
δAmn ∼ e−πkRMa/8π2, which are small enough. So the leading radiative corrections to
Yukawa couplings and soft parameters at MW come from the standard renormalization
group running down to MW starting from the boundary values at MKK given by (2.14) or
(2.17).
We note that the idea of AdS/CFT correspondence suggests a CFT framework which
would reproduce the main features of our AdS models. Indeed, models involving super-
3Another way to ameliorate the SUSY flavor problem using extra dimension has been suggested in [20].
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conformal sector have been proposed to generate hierarchical Yukawa couplings as well as
exponentially suppressed soft masses [6, 18, 22]. It is then easy to see the correspondence:
qIπkR→ γI ln(Λ/Mc), where γI is the anomalous dimension of QI driven by the coupling
to the SC sector, and Λ and Mc are the cutoff scale and the decoupling scale of the su-
perconformal sector, respectively. The AdS5 models discussed here provide a perturbative
framework to generate the hierarchical Yukawa couplings while suppressing the dangerous
flavor-violating soft parameters.
3. Radion-dominated Scenario
The results of (2.14) and (2.17) show that potentially dangerous flavor-violating soft param-
eters can be naturally suppressed in AdS5 models. However the resulting soft parameters
still involve many adjustable free parameters, particularly in the contributions from the
brane SUSY breaking. Obviously, the model becomes much more predictive in the radion-
dominated scenario[23] which we will discuss in somewhat detail in this section.
To proceed, let us consider the case that the Yukawa couplings come from the brane
action at y = 0 and the Higgs zero modes are localized at y = 0. To be definite, we assume
that the Kaluza-Klein scale is given by MKK = ke
−πkR ∼ 1016 GeV, however the results
are not sensitive to the precise value of MKK . In the radion-dominated scenario for this
case, the Yukawa couplings and soft parameters renormalized at MKK are given by
ymn =
λmn ln(1/ǫ)
πR
√
YH
√
φmφn
(1− ǫ2φm)(1 − ǫ2φn) ,
Ma =
F T
2R
,
Amn = 2ymn ln(1/ǫ)
(
φm
ǫ−2φm − 1 +
φn
ǫ−2φn − 1 +
φH
ǫ−2φH − 1
)
F T
2R
,
m2mn¯ = δmn
(
2 ln(1/ǫ)
φm
ǫφm − ǫ−φm
∣∣∣∣F T2R
∣∣∣∣
)2
, (3.1)
where ǫ ≈ 0.2 denotes the Cabbibo angle, YH ≈ 1/
√
qHk, and
φm =
qmπkR
ln(1/ǫ)
=
(
zmcm − 1
2
)
πkR
ln(1/ǫ)
,
φH =
qHπkR
ln(1/ǫ)
=
(
zHcH − 1
2
)
πkR
ln(1/ǫ)
,
for the kink mass cIk and the Z2-boundary condition factor zI(= ±1) for the 5D hypermul-
tiplets (HI ,H
c
I ) whose zero modes correspond to the quark/lepton superfields (I = m) or
the Higgs superfields (I = H). As we have noted, cI and thus φI are likely to be quantized.
The observed quark and lepton masses indicate that φm are integers for ǫ ≈ 0.2, so that
all Yukawa couplings are given by an integer power of ǫ in their order of magnitudes.
Let ψm = {qi, ui, di, ℓi, ei} (i = 1, 2, 3) denote the known three generations of the left-
handed quark-doublets (qi), up-type antiquark-singlets (ui), down-type antiquark singlets
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(di), lepton-doublets (ℓi), and anti-lepton singlets (ei). The Yukawa couplings can be
written as
LYukawa = yuijH2qiuj + ydijH1qidj + yℓijH1ℓiej (3.2)
and the squark/sleptons φm = {q˜i, u˜i, d˜i, ℓ˜i, e˜i} have the soft SUSY breaking couplings:
Lsoft = −
(
AuijH2q˜iu˜j +A
d
ijH1q˜id˜j +A
ℓ
ijH1ℓ˜ie˜j
+m
2(q˜)
ij¯
q˜iq˜
∗
j +m
2(u˜)
ij¯
u˜iu˜
∗
j +m
2(d˜)
ij¯
d˜id˜
∗
j +m
2(ℓ˜)
ij¯
ℓ˜iℓ˜
∗
j +m
2(e˜)
ij¯
e˜ie˜
∗
j
)
(3.3)
Let us first consider the quark/squark sector. There can be several different choices of
φm ≡ φ(Qm) which would yield the observed quark masses and mixing angles [24]. Here
we will consider one example:
φ(H1) = φ(H2) = 2,
φ(qi) = (−3,−2, 2),
φ(ui) = (−5,−2, 2),
φ(di) = (−3,−2,−2), (3.4)
for which tan β ∼ ǫ2mt/mb is not large. These values of φ(Qm) give the following forms of
Yukawa coupling matrices
yuij =

 ǫ
8λu11 ǫ
5λu12 ǫ
3λu13
ǫ7λu21 ǫ
4λu22 ǫ
2λu23
ǫ5λu31 ǫ
2λu32 λ
u
33

 ,
ydij =

 ǫ
6λd11 ǫ
5λd12 ǫ
5λd13
ǫ5λd21 ǫ
4λd22 ǫ
4λd23
ǫ3λd31 ǫ
2λd32 ǫ
2λd33

 , (3.5)
where λuij and λ
d
ij are the coefficients of order unity
4. The soft parameters renormalized at
MKK are determined to be
5
Auij
yuij
= 2M1/2 ln 5

 8 5 37 4 2
5 2 O(ǫ4)

 ,
Adij
ydij
= 2M1/2 ln 5

 6 5 55 4 4
3 2 2

 ,
m
2(q˜)
ij¯
= (2 ln 5)2|M1/2|2

 9ǫ
6 0 0
0 4ǫ4 0
0 0 4ǫ4


4Here λuij and λ
d
ij are redefined from λmn in (3.1) to include the coefficients of order one depending on
ln(1/ǫ)/πR,φ(qi), φ(ui), and φ(di).
5Here we have ignored small corrections suppressed by high powers of ǫ.
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≈ |M1/2|2

 6× 10
−3 0 0
0 6× 10−2 0
0 0 6× 10−2


m
2(u˜)
ij¯
= (2 ln 5)2|M1/2|2

 25ǫ
10 0 0
0 4ǫ4 0
0 0 4ǫ4


≈ |M1/2|2

 3× 10
−5 0 0
0 6× 10−2 0
0 0 6× 10−2

 ,
m
2(d˜)
ij¯
= (2 ln 5)2|M1/2|2

 9ǫ
6 0
0 4ǫ4 0
0 0 4ǫ4


≈ |M1/2|2

 6× 10
−3 0 0
0 6× 10−2 0
0 0 6× 10−2

 , (3.6)
where M1/2 = F
T /2R denotes the universal gaugino mass at MKK . The above Yukawa
coupling matrices produce well the observed quark masses and mixing angles. Also, after
taking into account the renormalization group evolution fromMKK to the weak scale MW ,
the resulting soft parameters pass all phenomenological constraints (including those from
flavor-changing processes) for a reasonable range of M1/2, e.g. M1/2 & 300 GeV, and for
generic values of λuij and λ
d
ij which are taken to be of order unity [19].
One distinctive feature of the radion-mediated SUSY breaking (for dynamically lo-
calized matter superfields) is that it gives a rather large value of non-universal Amn/ymn
which is of the order of M1/2 ln ymn. As a consequence, the most stringent constraint
on the model comes from µ → eγ which would be induced by the slepton A-coupling:
AℓijH1ℓ˜ie˜j . To satisfy the experimental bound on Br(µ→ eγ) for generic models of radion-
mediation, one would need some degree of fine tuning for some of the off-diagonal elements
of the lepton Yukawa matrix unless the slepton and gaugino masses are heavier than O(1)
TeV. Another distinctive feature of radion-mediation is that although Amn/ymn are highly
flavor-dependent, they are quantized up to small corrections being a high power of ǫ (see
Eq. (3.1). This feature provides a natural way to minimizes the µ → eγ rate, which is to
choose
φ(ℓ1) = φ(ℓ2) or φ(e1) = φ(e2). (3.7)
Let us thus consider the following two examples for the lepton/slepton sector:
Model I : φ(ℓi) = (−3,−3,−1),
φ(ei) = (−4,−1,−1),
Model II : φ(ℓi) = (−5,−2,−1),
φ(ei) = (−2,−2,−1). (3.8)
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The model I gives at MKK:
yℓij =

 ǫ
7λℓ11 ǫ
4λℓ12 ǫ
4λℓ13
ǫ7λℓ21 ǫ
4λℓ22 ǫ
4λℓ23
ǫ5λℓ31 ǫ
2λℓ32 ǫ
2λℓ33

 ,
Aℓij
yℓij
= 2M1/2 ln 5

 7 4 47 4 4
5 2 2

 ,
m
2(ℓ˜)
ij¯
= (2 ln 5)2|M1/2|2

 9ǫ
6 0 0
0 9ǫ6 0
0 0 ǫ2


≈ ∣∣M1/2∣∣2

 6× 10
−3 0 0
0 6× 10−3 0
0 0 0.4


m
2(e˜)
ij¯
= (2 ln 5)2|M1/2|2

 16ǫ
8 0 0
0 ǫ2 0
0 0 ǫ2


≈ ∣∣M1/2∣∣2

 4× 10
−4 0 0
0 0.4 0
0 0 0.4

 (3.9)
while the model II gives
yℓij =

 ǫ
7λℓ11 ǫ
7λℓ12 ǫ
6λℓ13
ǫ4λℓ21 ǫ
4λℓ22 ǫ
3λℓ23
ǫ3λℓ31 ǫ
3λℓ32 ǫ
2λℓ33

 ,
Aℓij
yℓij
= 2M1/2 ln 5

 7 7 64 4 3
3 3 2

 ,
m
2(ℓ˜)
ij¯
= (2 ln 5)2|M1/2|2

 25ǫ
10 0 0
0 4ǫ4 0
0 0 ǫ2


≈ ∣∣M1/2∣∣2

 3× 10
−5 0 0
0 6× 10−2 0
0 0 0.4

 ,
m
2(e˜)
ij¯
= (2 ln 5)2|M1/2|2

 4ǫ
4 0 0
0 4ǫ4 0
0 0 ǫ2


≈ ∣∣M1/2∣∣2

 6× 10
−2 0 0
0 6× 10−2 0
0 0 0.4

 . (3.10)
The above results pass all phenomenological constraints except for µ→ eγ when all λℓij
are taken to be of order unity. To make the models to be consistent with µ→ eγ, one needs
some degree of fine tuning for λℓ12 and λ
ℓ
21 defined in (3.9) and (3.10). Through a detailed
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numerical analysis including the renormalization group evolution of soft parameters from
MKK ∼ 1016 GeV to MW , we find that λℓ12 and λℓ21 are required to satisfy
Model I : λℓ12 . 2× 10−2
(
M1/2
500 GeV
)2
,
λℓ21 . 10
−1
(
M1/2
500 GeV
)2
,
Model II : λℓ12 . 5× 10−2
(
M1/2
500 GeV
)2
,
λℓ21 . 10
−2
(
M1/2
500 GeV
)2
. (3.11)
This can be considered to be a fine-tuning of parameters, but not a serious one.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the soft SUSY breaking parameters in supersymmetric
theories on a slice of AdS5 in which the hierarchical Yukawa couplings are generated by
localizing the bulk matter fields in extra dimension. In this class of models, the local-
ization of matter zero modes has the common origin as the localization of gravity zero
mode, i.e. the gauging of graviphoton which gives nonzero bulk cosmological constant and
hypermultiplet masses. As a result, generically the small Yukawa couplings are given by
y ∼ e−cπkR for a constant c of order unity, and so the radion R is required to be stabilized
at e−πkR ≈ 10−2 − 10−5. Unless there is an additional gauge-singlet 5D field other then
the minimal 5D SUGRA multiplet, SUSY breaking is mediated by the radion superfield
in bulk, and/or some brane superfields at y = 0 and π, and/or the 4D SUGRA multi-
plet in bulk which participates always in SUSY breaking through the conformal anomaly.
Although it depends on the details of the radion stabilization, generically the anomaly-
mediated gaugino mass in the models under consideration is suppressed by a small warp
factor (compared to to the radion-mediated gaugino mass) as well as by the small loop
factor, so can be ignored. We then found that if the brane SUSY breaking takes place
only at one of the orbifold fixed points from which the Yukawa couplings arise, which is a
natural setting, the dangerous flavor-violating soft parameters can be naturally suppressed
by some powers of the warp factor, so the model can avoid (or ameliorate) the SUSY flavor
problem. This type of models can be considered as the AdS dual of the recently studied
4D models containing a supersymmetric CFT to generate hierarchical Yukawa couplings.
If SUSY breaking is dominated by the radion-mediation, the model provides a concrete
prediction on soft parameters which can be tested by low energy experiments. We have
presented some models in this framework which pass all phenomenological constraints from
flavor violating processes without severe fine tuning of parameters.
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